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Sammanfattning
Personifierad kommunikation är att anpassa marknadsföringsbudskapet till varje enskild individ. Det görs möjligt genom
att information användes från en databas och med hjälp av en programvara kan det skapas en personlig kampanj som går att
publicera i de olika medier som finns idag. Det ger marknadsföraren möjligheten att producera en kampanj som sticker ut i
dagens högljudda brus av marknadsföringsbudskap och får mottagarens uppmärksamhet.
PODi är en ideell organisation som startades i USA för att hjälpa företag att se potentialen med den digitala trycktekniken.
De har skapat en databas över fallstudier som visar företag som framgångsrikt använt sig av personifierad kommunikation i
sina marknadsföringskampanjer. Syftet med projektet var därför att analysera PODi:s fallstudier med huvudsyftet att ta reda
på om/hur framgångsrika PODi-fallen varit och vad som gjort dem så framgångsrika.
Författarna gjorde därför att göra en innehållsanalys av 140 PODi fall från år 2008 till 2010. Studien utfördes genom att
analysera de mätbara värden som används för att mäta framgången av en marknadsföringsinsats, nämligen: svarsfrekvens,
besökta PURL:s (personlig URL), omvandlingsfrekvens och ROI (Return On Investment). För söka samband mellan de
mätbara värdena och vilken typ av industri, kampanjmål och typ av media som användes i kampanjen sattes olika frågeställningar upp.
Efter sammanslagning och gruppering av den insamlade datan visade resultatet sig vara väldigt spritt men att den genomsnittliga svarsfrekvensen för kampanjerna var genomgående mycket hög. Studien samlade och sammanfattade även vad företagen själva hävdar var skälen till framgången med deras marknadsföringskampanjer. Resultatet visar på att skapandet av en
personlig kampanj är komplex och beroende av många olika variabler. Det är exempelvis av stor vikt att ha en genomtänkt
plan med kampanjen, bra data och kunskap om kunden för att kunna utföra en kreativ personifiering av marknadsföringsbudskapet. Det är också viktigt att göra det enkelt för mottagaren att svara, att använda flera olika medier och att ha en
attraktiv och smart design.
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Summary
Personalized communication is when the marketing message is adapted to each individual by using information from a database and utilizing it in the various, different media channels available today. That gives the marketer the possibility to create
a campaign that cuts through today’s clutter of marketing messages and gets the recipients attention.
PODi is a non-profit oganization that was started with the aim of contributing knowledge in the field of digital printing
technologies. They have created a database of case studies showing companies that have successfully implemented personalized communication in their marketing campaigns. The purpose of the project was therefore to analyze PODi case studies
with the main objective of finding out if/how successfully the PODi-cases have been and what made them so successful.
To collect the data found in the PODi cases the authors did a content analysis with a sample size of 140 PODi cases from
the year 2008 to 2010. The study was carried out by analyzing the cases' measurable ways of success: response rate, conversion
rate, visited PURL (personalized URL:s) and ROI (Return On Investment). In order to find out if there were any relationships to be found between the measurable result and what type of industry, campaign objective and media vehicle that was
used in the campaign, the authors put up different research questions to explore that.
After clustering and merging the collected data the results were found to be quite spread but shows that the averages of
response rates, visited PURL and conversion rates were consistently very high. In the study the authors also collected and
summarized what the companies themselves claim to be the reasons for success with their marketing campaigns. The result
shows that the creation of a personalized campaign is complex and dependent on many different variables. It is for instance of
great importance to have a well thought-out plan with the campaign and to have good data and insights about the customer
in order to perform creative personalization. It is also important to make it easy for the recipient to reply, to use several media
vehicles for multiple touchpoints and to have an attractive and clever design.
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at the School of Print Media at Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, USA.
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subject, Patricia Sorce, who has written two books about personalization, agreed to be
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hands on help in the subject.
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Terminology
Recipient - all the people to whom the marketing campaign material is sent. (Brow, M.
2009, p. 9)
Response rate - the number of visitors who performed the desired action compared to
the total number of recipients (Brow, M. 2009, p. 9). A desired action might for instance
be answering a survey or using a coupon.
Visited PURL - the number of recipients who visited their personalized URL webpage
compared to the total number of recipients. (Brow, M. 2009, p. 9)
Conversion rate - the number of recipients who did the second desired action, for instance
not only answered yes to an inivation (first desired action) but also showed up at the event
(second desired action).
ROI - Return on investment for the marketing campaign.
Lead generation - a direct response communications designed to generate a request
for additional information about the product, service, or organization from prospective
buyers or donors. (DMA Response Rate Report, 2009, p. 1)
Direct order - a direct response communications designed to solicit and close a sale.
(DMA Response Rate Report, 2009, p. 1)
Traffic generation - the campaign objective is to generate traffic, for instance to a newly
launched website.
Loyalty - promotes interaction with existing customers and the campaign objective is to
cultivate a long-term relationship. (Response Rate Report, 2009, p. 25)
Collateral management and fulfillment - The objective with the campaign is to reduce
costs and increase efficiency, for instance setting up a Web to Print solution.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The printing industry has in the past decade experienced great changes and challenges as
interactive media (Internet and social media) has grown stronger. According to a study
conducted by Forrester, interactive media will represent 21 % of all marketing spend by
the year of 2014 (VanBoskirk, S. 2009, p 7). A majority of the asked marketers, 60 %,
were said to "increase their budget for interactive media by shifting money away from
traditional media" (VanBoskirk, S. 2009, p 3) and that interactive media will actually
"cannibalize traditional media" (VanBoskirk, S. 2009, p 2). It is therefore no longer a
question if interactive media has a place in an effective marketing campaign; the question
is if traditional print still does.
According to a recent study the printing technology that will have the biggest growth
in the next couple of years is inkjet, a method of digital printing. There is an expected
growth from 8,5 % to 19,3 % by the year 2014 while offset-printing and the other traditional technologies are expected to decrease their market share (2010 Forecast: Technology, trends, tactics, 2010, p. 15).
An area of printing which also is on the rise and becoming increasingly popular, to use
side by side with interactive media, is variable data printing. A variable data printed piece
is said to be a very effective channel to drive people to the web (2010 Forecast: Technology, trends, tactics, 2010, p. 34) and is often used initially in a campaign. The variable
data technique allows the marketer to make use of data drawn from a customer database
to produce a unique message for each individual. The idea of direct marketing is to target
the recipients and communicate with the consumer directly. By using variable data and
personalization of the marketing message, the concept of direct marketing is used to its
fullest potential.
A direct marketing campaign today often consists of several pieces that utilizes several of
the available media channels such as addressed and unaddressed mail, e-mail, SMS, social
media and telemarketing. In spite of that, the marketing message often fails to get the
recipients attention. According to the annual Direct Marketing Association´s Response
Rate Report an average direct marketing campaign has an overall response rate of 2.32%
or less (Sorce, P. 2009, p.7). The low overall response rates can be explained by the fact
that the average consumer is bombarded with thousands of these marketing messages
daily causing clutter. Research say that the average consumer is exposed to approximately
5980 marketing messages daily and on average they notice 52 and pay mind to only 4
(Michelson, J. 2010, p. 5). When you get a lot of marketing messages in your mailbox, it
doesn't have much effect and just becomes another piece in the recycle bin. The authors
of the article “The perfect message at the perfect moment” even writes that “in an era of
marketing overload - characterized by irrelevance as well as volume - unsolicited communication can provoke apathy or worse, resentment” (Kalyanam, K. & Zweben, M. 2005,
p.112). There is obviously a need to make better use of the concept of direct marketing
and the media channels available today to attract and keep the consumers attention. One
way to achieve this is to use data and variable printing technologies to adapt the marketing message and personalize the communication for the recipient’s needs and desires.
Personalization can be defined as "the complex range of marketing materials that can
be designed using descriptive and behavioral information about individual customers
14
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delivered through a variety of media channels" (Sorce, P. 2009, p.3). By using personalization within the variety of media channels the marketer can create a more powerful
message and has a better chance to reach its recipient. Personalization is although, in spite
of its obvious advantages and potential, not used very much in today's marketing.
A study conducted by CMO Council in 2008 show to what extent the marketing
companies' use personalization. 44% say they use it to a low extent, 39% to a medium
extent and 17% to a high extent (Sorce, P. 2009, p. 41). Interestingly enough, a previous
survey was conducted in 2003 with similar results (Sorce, P. 2009, p. 41) and that shows
that the progression of using personalization is slow. One reason for not using personalized print might be the argument that it is more expensive than traditional offset
printing and if you only consider the cost for printing each page, that is true (D'Aprile,
S. 2009). But there is more to personalization than just the price of each printed piece,
the relevance creates a deeper relationship with the customer. Still many marketers focus
just on the short-term costs instead of the long-term gain (Thomas, J. Reinartz, W. &
Kumar, V. 2004, p.117). It is cheaper to keep a customer than finding a new one and
therefore it is important to look at the life-time value for each customer. If you treat your
customer right, anticipate the customers’ needs and adapt as the customer changes, the
customer will award you with loyalty (Bulger, D. 1999). Another reason for the low usage
of personalization is the lack of data and known information about the recipient which is
the foundation of personalized communication.
Managing all aspects surrounding personalized marketing campaigns across different
media is seemingly a challenge. For that reason an organization by the name of PODi
(The Digital Printing Initiative) founded to contribute with knowledge within the area.
PODi is a global member-supported, non-profit organization with the goal to drive
the demand for marketing applications powered by digital print and to help members
build successful digital print businesses (www.podi.org). PODi members are industry
leaders and as relevant marketing and personalization is becoming more powerful, PODi
helps members understand how to make digital printing a vital part of their marketing
and business plans. On the PODi website they collect and show successful personalized
campaigns for members to see how others have done and be inspired to start their own
personalized campaigns.

1.2 Presentation of the problem
Personalized communication is about adapting the marketing message to each individual
by using information from a database and utilizing it in the various, different media
channels available today. That gives the marketer the possibility to create a marketing
campaign that cuts through today’s clutter of marketing messages. One of the media
channels with the possibility for personalization is variable data printing, a printed item
produced with digital printing technology. The advancements in digital printing technology has now made it possible to construct and produce advanced variable printed items
with good printing quality. The use of personalized communication is however still low.
One reason for the slow adaption and low implementation of personalized communication might be that the knowledge of how to do it successfully is lacking. There is no
synthesis of the known information about how to implement personalized communication successfully and little research and statistic studies made in the subject. Another
reason might be that the seemingly higher costs involved in constructing and realising a
personalized marketing campaign is acting deterrent on the marketers.
15
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In the PODi database of case studies companies say to have implemented personalized
communication successfully in their marketing campaigns. The authors therefore believe
that an investigation and a general view of the PODi cases will be helpful and will contribute to the knowledge base of personalized communication.

1.3 The purpose of the project
The purpose of the project is to analyze the PODi case studies from year 2008 to 2010
where the main objective was to find out if/how successfully the PODi-cases have been
and what made them successful.
The study will be done by looking at the cases by their measurable ways of success:
response rate, conversion rate, visited PURL (personalized URL:s) and ROI (Return On
Investment). The study will be conducted with the basis of the cases different variables:
type of industry, type of campaign objective and type of media. The intent is to see if
there are any relationships or patterns between those variables and the success of the
campaigns.
The other purpose is to explore what you need, and what parameters you should
consider before starting off a personalized campaign. This is done by summarizing the
PODi Cases “Reasons for Success”, the part where the companies and organisations
behind the cases share their experiences and explains what they believe is the reason for
their success with the personalized campaign.
The research questions are:
• What is the average response rate, conversion rate, visited PURL and ROI in the
PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?
• Is there a relationship between type of industry and the response rate, conversion
rate, visited PURL:s and ROI in the PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?
• Is there a relationship between the campaign objective and the response rate, conversion rate, visited PURL:s and ROI in the PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?
• Is there a relationship between type of media used and the response rate, conversion
rate, visited PURL:s and ROI in the PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?
• What do the companies claim to be the reasons for success with their personalized
marketing campaign in PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?

1.4 Limitations
The press technology needed to run a variable data printed job (other than that it is done
digitally) will not be described.
The sample size for the content analysis are the PODi cases reported from year 2008 to
2010, which is 140 cases. There are an additional 292 PODi cases in the database from
before 2008.
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The case studies from PODi are said to be examples of best practices and that “the
selection process of the cases ensures that they represent much-better-than-average result”
(Response Rate Report. 2009, p.1). The result of the response rates, conversion rates,
visited PURL:s and ROI are therefore likely to be greater than the norm. The authors has
however not considered this a problem. It is not impossible or unobtainable to achieve
the same result as the PODi cases if you have a well planned and well executed campaign.

1.5 Target audience
The target audience for this project are students and teachers at Dalarna University
(Högskolan Dalarna), Sweden and Rochester Institute of Technology, USA.
Other target audiences are print providers looking to add value for their customers
by providing variable data printing and marketers who are interested in lifetime value,
customer loyalty and conducting their own personalized marketing campaigns.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Literature study
In order to get articles, studies and other information about the subject the authors
chose to do a literature study. This was also done to find out whether there had been
any previous studies done trying to estimate e.g. response rates when using personalized
communication. The authors therefore searched the databases PIRA and AB/Inform
(Proquest) at Wallace Library at R.I.T. using the keywords: "personalization", "personalisation", "customization", "personalized print", "personalised print", "customized
print", "direct marketing", "direct mail", "variable data printing", "variable data" and
"data driven print".
The authors also searched the databases Emerald Fulltext, Science Direct, Academic
Search Elite, Business Source Elite and Artikelsök at Dalarna University (Högskolan
Dalarna). The keywords used were the ones mentioned above and "personifiering",
"personifierad reklam" “direkt marknadsföring” and "variabeldata".
To find further information the authors searched websites and forums that link to
research in the subject, such as www.printinthemix.com (A Clearinghouse of Research
on Print Media Effectiveness). The authors also searched for recent marketing reports
done in the subject at the market strategic companies InfoTrends (www.capv.com) and
Forrester (www.forrester.com).
The books "Personalization" and "Data driven print" were a great source of information and the opportunity to be mentored by Patricia Sorce PhD, the author of the books,
made it easier to understand and grasp the possibilities and obstacles with personalized
communications.

2.2 Content analysis
To answer the research questions the authors needed a way to evaluate the large quantity
of text found in the PODi cases. After discussions with our mentor Prof. Patricia Sorce
the authors chose content analysis. This method was chosen as it enabled the authors
to analyze the content of the cases in a systematic and reliable way. It is known that a
content analysis is useful when analyzing a large amount of text, for instance the content
of a website or a blog, and is a method that “enables the researchers to sift through large
volumes of data with relative ease in a systematic fashion” (Semler, S. 2001).
2.2.1 Sample size
The sample size used was 141 PODi cases reported in the years of 2008, 2009 and 2010.
One case was discarded because the PDF-file would not open in Acrobat Reader so the
final sample size was therefore 140 cases.
2.2.2 Coding
The analysis started with identifying the variables in the PODi cases by looking through
the cases from all three years. The authors then discussed their findings and together
determined the codes for the analysis. The final list of codes can be found in Appendix A.
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2.2.3 Interrater reliability
An important part of conducting the content analysis was insuring the reliability of the
result. "To make valid inferences from the text, it is important that the classification
procedure is reliable in the sense of being consistent: Different people should code the
same text in the same way" (Semler, S. 2001) In order to make the classification procedure consistent and to avoid any individual interpretations of the text, it was decided
beforehand that only exact numbers of response rates, conversion rates, visited PURL:s
and ROI were to be used for the analysis. That meant that if reported results were vague
and unclear with expressions like “more than” and “around”, they were discarded and
therefore not used for the results. The reason for discarding these kinds of vague results
were that the authors wanted as exact and reliable numbers as possible to be the basis of
the analysis.
To further ensure that the content analysis of the PODi-cases was done accurately
the reading of the cases and translation into data was done individually by the authors
and reported into separate Excel sheets. When the data had been collected they were
compared to determine if there were any disagreements. Where there were disagreements
the authors rechecked each case and together came to a conclusion on each deviation.
2.2.4 Clustering and merging
When the cases had been coded and the data had been collected the authors found that
the distribution of cases were widely spread. Clustering and merging of categories were
therefore a necessity to be able to make use of the data.
2.2.4.1 Type of industry
In type of industry, Financial Services and Business Services were merged to the group
“Business/Financial Services”. The categories that had very few cases, one or two in each
category, were merged into the group “Other”.
The group of “Other” includes: Graphic Arts, Aircraft Brokerage, Farming & Agriculture, Value-added Distributor, Publishing Travel & Entertainment, Health care &
Insurance, Software and Retail. The final list is shown below.
Type of industry
1. Printing Services
2. Education & Government
3. Manufacturing
4. Non-profit
5. Business/Financial Services
6. Other
2.2.4.2 Type of campaign objective
In type of campaign objective, Collateral Management & Fulfillment, Personalized kits,
Personalized collateral and Stock Collateral were merged into one group: “Collateral
Management and Fulfillment”. Just as in Type of Industry, the categories that had a few
cases in each category, were merged into the group “Other” which included: Transactional, Publishing, Business Communication, Trans promotional, Education, Advertising and Event Marketing. The final list is shown on the next page.
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Campaign objective
1. Lead generation
2. Direct Order
3. Collateral Management and Fulfillment
4. Loyalty
5. Traffic generation
6. Other
2.2.4.3 Type of media
Type of Media were clustered into three different groups. This was done to see if different combinations of media or number of media used showed different results or more
evident patterns.
The first group was created based on which type of media that had been used. Focusing on print, PURL and e-mail, all other media used was discarded. The second group
focuses on whether PURL was used or not, discarding all other media and the third
group was created by counting the number of media used and cluster based on that.
The final lists after clustering and merging were:
Which media used
1. Print
2. Print + PURL
3. Print + Email
4. Print + Email + PURL
With or without PURL
1. With PURL
2. Without PURL
Number of media used
1. Using one type of media
2. Using two types of media
3. Using three types of media
4. Using four or more types of media
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3. Theory and data
The authors will use the term personalized print as an umbrella term for terms such as:
Variable Data Printing, VDP, database publishing and data driven print. The authors will
also use the term personalized communication as an umbrella term for database marketing, customized communication and versioning.

3.1 Media outputs for personalization
This section will start by defining what personalized communication is and then go
through some of the possible media outputs.
3.1.1 Definition of personalized communications
Personalized communication is a way of conducting a marketing campaign that incorporates information known about the receiver and uses that data to personalize the marketing message into various different media channels.
3.1.2 Personalized print
A powerful output for personalization is personalized print. It is said that (in the United
States) 98 % of all people check their mail daily and 77 % at the first opportunity
(Michelson, J. 2010, p. 5). No other marketing channel comes close to that kind of
response. The sorting process after the initial checking of the mail takes “just a split
second” per piece and the mail is quickly sorted into bills, read and junk (Michelson,
J. 2010, p. 5). To keep the printed piece in the “read pile" there is a need for print that
speaks straight to the receiver, and that is where personalized print becomes important.
Page design
There is one distinct difference
between personalized print and traditional static print,
Including:
and that is the workflow.• In Page
traditional
print (see figure 3.1), the workflow consists of
layout
producing the Page Design
and
then
sending
it to a digital printer. In personalized print
• Graphics
• Images(see figure 3.2). Both figures were found in the book
the workflow is more complicated
• Fontsand Variable-Data Printing" by Penny K Benett.
"Handbook for Digital Printing

Page design
Including:
• Page layout
• Graphics
• Images
• Fonts

Send to printer

Figure 3.2
to printer
The Figure shows the workflow for Send
personalized
print
Database
Management
Including:
• Acquisition
• Cleansing
• Certification

Figure 3.1
The Figure shows the workflow for traditional print

Database
Management
VDP Software
Including:
Define rules and
• Acquisition
merge data into
static page
• Cleansing
• Certification

Page design
Including:
• Page layout
• Graphics
• Images
• Fonts

Page design
Including:
• Page layout
• Graphics
• Images
• Fonts

Send to printer

Send to printer

In addition to producing the Page Design there is need of Database Management
Job flow in for a static digital printing versus job flow for a variable-dataJob
job.flow
(Thein
Handfor a static digital printing versus job flow f
to manage
incorporated
the variable Printing,
page design.
personalized
printHarvey
bookthe
fordata
Digital
Printing andinVariable-Data
PennyThe
K. Bennet
Ph.D,
book with
for Digital Printing and Variable-Data Printing, P
also requires
Variable
Data
Printing
(such
XMPie or Yours Truly) to be able
Robert
Leverson
Ph.D,
FrankSoftware
J Romano.
2006asp.37)
Robert Leverson Ph.D, Frank J Romano. 2006 p.37)
to define and apply the rules for the variable fields into the design. When these three
components are in place then the personalized print can be sent to a digital printer.
(Bennett, P. 2009)

Transpromotional

Fully
Customized
This enables the
ability to create
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The difference in the workflow is the basis in the power of personalized print. Thanks
to the different components used (Database Management and VDP software) there
can be a unique set of Page Design produced for every individual. That means that the
text, graphics and content can be adapted and constructed after the individual recipient
depending on what type of information there is in the database (Bennett, P. 2009).
Another strong advantage of the more complex workflow is that advanced VDP Softwares today makes it a possibility to create a marketing message that is platform independent (Bennett, P. 2009). This means you can use the same campaign design in various
types of media to create a more powerful message.

Figure 3.3
The Figure shows a QR-code

Figure 3.4
The Figure shows a QR-code
incorporated in the design of a
movieposter
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3.1.3 Email
An output that easily can be personalized is email. A definition of email-marketing is
“the transmission and receipt of messages electronically over the Internet” (DMA Report
2009, p.8). Email is an effective and cost-efficient way of communicating and is easily
trackable (Michelson, J. 2010, p. 3).
3.1.4 Webpages and PURL
A common way of marketing is by using the internet, through a URL (website). Websitemarketing is, as emails, a very cost-efficient way to reach a large number of people. The
number of visits can also easily be measured as well as tracking an individual visitor by his
or her activity on the website, by made clicks and time spent on each page.
PURL is an abbreviation for personalized URL which is a webpage that is personalized for each recipient. For instance; the recipient of a marketing message can receive a
personalized printed postcard where he or she gets access to a personalized webpage by
logging in with his or her unique code printed on the postcard. When the recipient logs
in he or she is urged to perform an action, for instance answering a survey. The activity is
then measured and tracked by the sender.
3.1.5 SMS and QR-codes
A media channel that has grown considerably with the rapid development of mobile
phone technology is sms and other types of mobile-phone marketing. Today you can, by
using the GPS-system of the mobile phone, know when a potential customer is outside
your store, send them a personalized offer and ask them to drop by the store while they
are right outside.
Another growing way of urging the recipient to perform an action by using their
mobile phone is using QR-codes (see figure 3.3). It works by downloading a software to
the mobile phone that reads QR-codes (if it does not come preinstalled) (Michelson, J.
2010, p. 3). The QR-code can then be scanned by using the camera in the mobile phone
and the software interperates the code into data. Common usage for QR-codes is to get
the recipient to visit a website. An example can be found in the Iron Man 2 poster (see
figure 3.4) where a QR-code is cleverly integrated into the design. If you scan the code
using your phone you are directed to the Iron Man 2 website where you can find information about the movie, photos and even watch the trailer .
A QR-code can also be personalized and for instance lead the recipient directly to his
or her PURL.
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3.2 Cross media
Cross media marketing is a term that has become increasingly popular and is both a
way of embracing and using all the various media outputs of today as well as a way of
managing them. Cross media can be defined as “a method of using multiple channels to
provide a unified marketing message that features a call of action on all of the channels
employed to drive respondents to a single data collection point in order to start a two
way conversation” (Michelson, J. 2010, p. 2). By using a Cross media marketing-system
the marketer is able to turn data into relevant personalization and deliver that content
seamless into different media channels such as print, sms, email and webpages. This also
gives the marketer a system that can measure and track the responds very accurately.
(Michelson, J. 2010, p. 2).
The concept with cross media is to get as many touchpoints with the consumer as
possible. A touchpoint, or point of contact, is the interface of a product, a service or a
brand with customers, non-customers, employees and other stakeholders – before, during
and after a transaction respectively a purchase. ("Touchpoint" Wikipedia, 2010-08-06).
Below a PODi case (see full text in Appendix B) is used to illustrate how a cross media
campaign can be designed (see figure 3.5). Kodak created a four-touch campaign with
the intent to invite prospects to a private demonstration and sales meeting at the 2007
Graphispag, an important graphic arts tradeshow held in Barcelona every two years. The
campaign got a 50 % response rate (percentage of the prospects agreed to a meeting) and
a 100 % conversion rate (all of the prospects that agreed to come to the meeting also
came).

Figure 3.5
The Figure shows how a fourtouch campaign using several
media vehicles.

Second touchpoint
First touchpoint
The first touch of the campaign was a
personalized invitation designed as a gift
box with a tag that showed the name of
the recipient. Inside the invitation were
several personalized messages such as:
name of the recipient and "how are you
going to grow your profits this year?”

A second gift box was sent to the recipients
who had responded to the first box. The
materials in this box invited the recipient to
the meeting at the show. The materials also
contained personalized transportation images
and names that was based on information
gathered through the responses to the first
touch.

Forth touchpoint
The fourth touch was a brief message
sent to the cell phone two hours before
the business appointment starting time,
which was a simple reminder of the
meeting. Kodak wanted to make sure
that the recipients would not miss their
meetings.

Third touchpoint
For the third touch, the company sent an
e-mail message that outlined the agenda
for the meeting, the presenters, the
buffet, and the venue.
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3.3 Data
The basis of constructing a relevant personalized marketing message is data. This section
will explain the concept of data, database management, different structures of database,
data cleaning, updating, mining and modeling and different file formats that can be used.
3.3.1 Database management
To create a successful personalized campaign with a relevant offer you need to have
relevant data, in other words "a quality campaign requires quality data" (Customized
communication, Entry Level VDP, Infotrend, 2008, p. 7). In the entry-level of personalized marketing the data can be as simple as a mailing list of recipients (Customized
communication, Entry Level VDP, Infotrend, 2008, p. 14). As more information about
the target group is known, collected and organized, the data builds up and becomes a
more advanced database. An illustrative determination of a database is that it is simply
"an organized collection of data" (Benett, P. 2006, p. 121
The database can contain several fields of information about every individual recipient,
such as gender, purchase history, favorite color, club member level, specific interests and
consumer preferences. A definite criteria is that "the database must contain all the data
needed to execute the application successfully" (Sorce, P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p.62).
The database can, when the data has been collected and organized, be stored for future
use in a spreadsheet/database program such as Microsoft Excel, FileMaker Pro or Microsoft Access. Data does not have to be collected by the company or organization themselves as data can be acquired through companies specialized in data collecting.
3.3.2 Database structure
There are two different types of databases, flat or relational. A flat database consists of one
single data file, for example a customer mailing list. If the collected data is separated into
more than one data file and there is an established relation between them, it is a relational
database. An example is a company transaction database where there is one data file for
the customer mailing list, one data file for what the customer ordered and another one
for the products. (Sorce, P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p. 100)
A data file consists of records and fields, the records are objects inside a data field, for
instance the information about the recipient. The fields are the attribute of the record,
for example "First name" (Sorce, P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p. 100).
3.3.3 Database file formats
There is a variety of file formats available to store and save the data used in personalized
communication but it is of great importance that the database is in a file format that the
software can understand (Sorce, P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p.62). A common file format is
Comma delimited (.csv) which can easily be produced from an Excel-sheet. A file format
such as Comma delimited (.csv) is counted as a "simpler format" and so is a Tab delimited (.txt) and they would be used for flat model database formats (Benett, P. 2006, p.
124).
Other available formats is provided by spreadsheet/database programs such as Microsoft Excel (.xls), Microsoft Access (.mdb) and FileMaker Pro (.fp7) (Benett, P. 2006, p.
125).
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3.3.4 Data cleaning and updating
To be able to present a relevant offer to the recipient it is crucial that the data is clean
and updated. "The quality of data can make or break the success of a variable data print
application" (Sorce, P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p. 61). If the data is inaccurate, the level
of intimacy in a personalized message can be lost and backfire on the sender. Imagine
getting your name spelled wrong for instance, how special would that make you feel?
Data cleaning includes removing duplicate information, bad records, incomplete
records or errant characters (Benett, P. 2006, p. 128) and data updating means keeping
your data updated and accurate over time.
3.3.5 Data mining and modeling
Data mining is the process of analyzing the data and searching for trends or patterns
which is a very important part in creating relevant, personalized offers for the recipient.
Data modeling means that you, by analyzing the data, build profiles of potential
buyers (Benett, P. 2006, p. 128). Both processes are important in finding what information is useable in the collected data . The data is the key to success which is emphasized
by Gavin Jordan-Smith, the Xerox VP for commercial print and prepress who says that
"incorporating the right data is what will make the campaign successful" (Hall, B. 2009,
p.18).

3.4 The marketing strategy of personalization
3.4.1. One-to-one marketing
The traditional way of doing marketing is to differentiate the product from the competitors and by that selling as much as possible ("One to one marketing" Wikipedia) and
to get the message out many marketers have used direct marketing to reach customers
(Kotler, Keller, 2008, p.572). Channels marketers have used are direct mail, catalog
marketing, telemarketing, TV, kiosks and mobile devises (Kotler, Keller, 2009, p. 572).
But the traditional way is missing one important part; who is buying the product and
why (Harris, R. 2006, p.14). In one-to-one marketing the focus is on the customer and
not on the product. Customer preferences creates the base for each product offer which
leads to a personalized offer with high relevance for the customer. ("One to one marketing" Wikipedia). This creates a more close relationship to each customer as the recipient
is treated as an individual. The conversation created between customer and marketer
gives the opportunity to learn more about the customer and makes it possible to offer
an even more relevant offer next time. That is the advantage of one-to-one marketing.
3.4.2 Dialogue marketing
Patricia Sorce describes in her book "Personalization" (2009, p. 62) that the latest development in relationship marketing to create lifetime value is something called a dialogue
marketing system. It is a system where you constantly have a dialogue with customers to
create a long lasting relationship.
These systems can recognize various triggers (these triggers vary from business to business) in a customer's behavior to anticipate when a customer is becoming more valuable
(e.g. spending more money) or if you might be losing a customer (e.g. haven't made a
purchase in six months). This is possible through knowledge about the customers, datamining and predictive analysis. The intent is to help retain customers by offering what
they are in need of right now.
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3.4.3 The stair
Relationship marketing is a viable plan if you have sufficient information about your
to(Sorce,
printer
customers. If you don't, it could lead toSend
failure
P. 2009, p. 65). If you don't know
a lot about your customers, simple forms of personalization can be used as a first stage in
a marketing plan (Sorce, P. 2009, p. 65). As you integrate more with your customers more
Job flowadvanced
in for a personalization
static digital becomes
printingpossible.
versus job flow for a variable-data job. (The HandThe different
stages
of personalized
print Printing,
can be put Penny
into the K.
picture
of a stair.
When
book for Digital
Printing
and
Variable-Data
Bennet
Ph.D,
with Harvey
you
don’t
have
that
much
information
abut
your
customer
the
use
of
personalization
is
Robert Leverson Ph.D, Frank J Romano. 2006 p.37)
limited but as more information is collected the personalized information can be more
advanced, as mentioned above. The figure 3.6 below shows a illustration of this.

Figure 3.6
The Figure shows the different
stages of personalization

Versioning
Printed material
sent to induviduals based on
e.g. geography,
gender or language. Pictures
and graphics can
change based
these data.

Mail Merge
A somewhat
more advanced
personalization
where a customers name and
adress is added
to the material. Pictures and
graphics can vary
in a wider range.

Transpromotional
Bills, statements,
orders and
notices etc. to
make a record
of transaktion.
This needs a high
security database
for the information not to end
up to the wrong
person. It can
be a simple or
complex content.
A more advanced
workflow is also
needed.

Fully
Customized
This enables the
ability to create
unique content
for each recipient to give the
the rigth offer at
the right time,
through a cross
media workflow.

To manage this development it is very important not to quit after just one campaign. It is
crucial to constantly update the database and collect more information as it is decisive for
the development in the level of personalization. It is all about improvement, all the time.
3.4.4 Closing the feedback loop
One of the hardest and most important parts in marketing is the question of whether the
campaign was a success or not. Measuring the effectiveness of marketing programs has
been one of the top concerns for advertisers for the last century (Sorce, P. 2009, p. 177).
There can be many ways of measuring the effects such as market share, perceived product
or service quality, customer retention, and customer profitability. But the different stages
(exposure, awareness, interest, preference, purchase) that customers go through before
deciding whether to buy or not makes it difficult to really know the reason for purchase
(Sorce, P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p. 128-129).
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With interactive communications the effects can be measured immediately (Sorce, P.
2009, p. 184). Are the e-mails opened, how many have entered the website, how many
completed the survey etc. are all questions that can be answered in real time.
When starting off a interactive campaign there is a need for a well designed marketing
program to be able to handle the information that is collected during the campaign.
Personalized communications is based on data and in order to develop the campaign (as
mentioned in 3.4.3. The Stair) you need to extend the database. It is important to determine at the starting point of the campaign how the new data is handled so the new information can be tracked, analyzed and generate changes to improve the next campaign. To
manage all the aspects some investments might have to be done to handle the information flow but the winnings with this investment are evident due to the fact that this will
create the possibility to extend the knowledge of customers preferences.
3.4.5 Lifetime value
The definition of lifetime value is “ the net present value of the profit that you will realize
on the average new customer during a given number of years” (Sorce, P. & Pletka, M.
2006, p.132) Considering the high cost of acquisition new customers, the profit usually
can increase by increasing customer retention rates (Sorce, P. 2009, p.62). Every company
is interested in the lifetime value for their customers in order to decide whether it is useful
to spend money on tyring to turn the prospective into a customer in the first place. In an
article in the Harvard Business Review the authors say that many marketers still favour
the pursuit of customers who are cheap to acquire and cheap to retain without necessarily
being very profitable (Thomas, J. Reinartz, W. & Kumar, V. 2004, p.117). The authors of
the article also proclaims that “managers focus too much on the present cost of acquiring
and retaining customers and not enough on their customers’ long term value” (Thomas,
J. Reinartz, W. & Kumar, V. 2004, p.118).
Using personalization helps to retain the customer by giving accurate information and
offers. If a database exists, information can be gathered and analyzed in order to obtain
insights on how a customer uses a product or service over time and that is the base for
lifetime value (Sorce, P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p.65).

3.5 What are the winnings?
3.5.1 Response rates
In an InfoTrends study from 2006 (Future in Mail Study) marketers anticipated that
targeted and relevant communications would result in a significant increase in response
rates for campaigns (Info Trends, 2006). As much as 20.5 % were the anticipated improvement in response rates. Traditional static print response rates typically vary from 1 to
4 percent but for personalized campaigns the response rates show much higher numbers
(D'Aprile, S. 2009 p.15). For instance if you send out a static campaign to 10.000 customers and the response rate is 2 %, an average of 200 people will respond to the campaign.
On the other hand if you do a personalized campaign to 10.000 customers and the
response rate is 20 %, 2.000 customers will respond to the campaign. That is a significant
difference.
The constant objective for each campaign is to get high response rates in order to
increase sales or increase the awareness of products or services. Personalized communications can help with that by offering the most relevant information to each recipient.
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3.5.2 Return on Investment (ROI)
One major reason why personalized print haven't revolutionized the printing industry
yet is the fact that many still believe that it is too expensive (Tierney, J. 2010, p. 17). By
looking solely at the printing cost there is still a difference in the price range between
personalized print and traditional offset printing. But as they are two completely different techniques they should not be compared. EFI APPS Division product marketing
director Gerald Walsh says in an article that “VDP has the potential of moving promotional pieces from the realm of junk mail to the level of high impact, lead generating
media” (Hall, B. 2009, p. 20). And Stephanie Girard, marketing manager at the print
services firm Paragon goes even further and says that “in a time where marketers have to
look closely at their spend, it is recognised that VDP has a higher impact and is more cost
effective than advertising through, for example, TV and newspaper”(Parker, D. 2009, p.
18).
Personalized communication is a more advanced way of communication and the
winnings of the entire campaign must be looked at. As the personalized campaign will be
made by data based on customer preferences, high relevance will make the response rates
increase which will increase sales and return on investment.
3.5.3 The benefits from the marketer’s perspective
As a marketer your primary job is to differentiate your offer to your customer through
relevance, synergy across media and efficiency in reaching the target market (Customized
communications: Market Overview, InfoTrends, 2008 p.6). But in the ever growing
media world, the challenge of reaching your customers is growing bigger. By personalizing a message you can get an attention-grabbing power that will make your message
unique (Sorce, P. 2009, p. 1).
Many companies today are gathering information about their customers by for
instance memberships in VIP-clubs etc., but very few of these companies are using that
information to present useful information and offers to their customers (Bulger, D.
1999). With a personal approach to customers you get to know them through interaction and this gives you information on how you can meet their personal needs. This will
create a stronger bond between you and your customer, and since the customer is investing time in this relationship, he or she will show more loyalty (Bulger, D. 1999). It will
also eliminate the waste of unwanted advertising and the money spent on advertising to
people who aren't interested (Sorce, P. 2009, p.8).
In different surveys from 2003 and 2006 one of the obstacles using personalized
communication is lack of information about customers in the database (Sorce, P. 2009,
p. 45) But by starting small, you can personalize based on the actual information that
you do have (e.g. geographic location or life cycle stage) to elicit a reply. By doing this
you start to add information into the database. Patricia Sorce sums it up very well in her
book "Personalization": "Simple personalized campaigns does not need to be simpleminded."
3.5.4 The benefits from the print service provider perspective
In a traditional sense a print provider has been a manufacturer. But in these changing
and tough economic times there is need for change. Since the print manufacturing business has become increasingly price-driven they need new ways do drive profitability
(Customized communications: Market Overview, InfoTrends, 2008, p.4). Many printers
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have invested in the digital technology but Mike Beard at Objectif Lune says in Quick
Printing Magazine that "there is a large gap between what printers use VDP technology for and the real capabilities" (Hall, B. 2009, p. 16). The challenge lies in changing the traditional ways of selling and producing printed material. Instead of selling a
printed piece of paper printers need to sell solutions to create a new revenue stream to
the company (Graphix, 2009, p. 22). Printers need to invest in these methods, learn it
well and show the customers how it is made by doing it themselves and the adaption will
increase as well as the revenue (Graphix, 2009, p. 22).
3.5.5 The benefits from the recipient’s perspective
There can be a great deal of added value found in the use of personalized communication
for the recipient. Patricia Sorce writes in her book Data Driven Print, "responsiveness
and accuracy of customer-generated information allows for superior customer service"
(Sorce, P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p.47). Imagine getting information tailor-made to suit
your interests so it equals your particular wants and needs. With the use of personalized
communication the consumer can be served and individually cared for by the company
they have hired to do a service or bought a product from. One way of viewing personalization is therefore that you will receive more relevant information as a customer through
the company's information about you.
Using a well built database to create personalization lets the company "send a message
that is timely and helps the consumer keep track of annoying responsibilities" (Sorce,
P. & Pletka, M. 2006, p. 151). An example can be receiving a postcard from your local
mechanic, reminding you it is time to do an oil-change on your car. Another example
is receiving a personal discount or an offer depending on your purchase-history, gender
or another parameter in the company's database. Actually any parameter can be used as
long as it is in the database.
It is important to point out that personalization as a sole factor does not automatically
present a higher value for the consumer. There has to be a relevant offer for the consumer.
This is made clear in a 2009 report from Caslon: "If a consumer receives a mailing piece
that offers them something they really want, just at the time when they want it, they will
respond. Otherwise, they will not." (Response Rate Report, Caslon & Company, 2009,
p. 6). It is therefore critical that there is enough knowledge of the the recipients wants
and needs to be able to present a relevant offer.
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3.6 Earlier studies
This section will discuss previous studies which have looked closer at personalized
Response
Report
campaigns and the response rates reported. This has been done to try
to makeRate
some
generally applicable assumptions on what response rates one can expect from a personalized
campaign.
3.6.1 Caslon - Response Rate Report
Conclusions
Caslon is an affiliate to the PODi Initiative who's objective, just as PODi, is to help
companies implement digital printing and print on demand technologies to build busiThe following chart (which also appeared at the beginning of this report)
ness (www.caslon.net).
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Figure 3.7
The Figure shows the result of the
Caslon Response Rate Report.

Typical response rates, static and personalized campaigns
(Data source: Caslon analysis of PODi and DMA data)
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ey have also calculated the “factor increase” for personalized vs. static and found
OurThapproach.
Our approach in generating these numbers has been to focus

that for direct order campaigns the number is 1.8, fundraising 1.5, lead generation 1.5
on the increase in response rate reported in the PODi cases. As a baseline, we
and data
nurture
3. An
example
on how
thesemailings
numbers(mostly
is: pretend
youthe
conducted
use
about
the
response
rate to
foruse
static
from
DMA). a
marketing campaign with the campaign objective of direct order. Earlier you made a
campaign using static direct marketing and received a response rate of 2.2 %. To calculate
how much higher response rate you will achieve if you use personalized campaign, use
the factor increase number for direct order and calculate 2,2 % * 1.8 = 3.96 %. This result
shows an estimation of the response rate.
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Herein are some of the results from the analyses performed, which refle
datasets prior to completing more complex and involved operations. Re
analyses are planned for inclusion in later reports.

First, it was noted
that visit and response data did not fit the assumption
3.6.2 MindFireInc - The Response Rates of Personalized
Crossdistribution;
namely,
they were positively skewed. This means that ther
Media Marketing Campaigns
numbers
to
the
lower
end of the range of data than to the upper end. A
In the beginning of the report “The Response Rates of Personalized Cross-Media Markestatement may be, “Well, then most campaigns didn’t perform that well
ting Campaigns”(2009) the creators of MindFireInc, introduces themselves as “the
not be correct. What the statement tells us is that, while a sufficient num
worldwide leader of marketing intelligence software and services to enable the creation
performed exceptionally well, the majority of campaigns performed with
and deployment of targeted, trackable cross media campaigns”.
Thrange,
e reporthowever,
was made
lower
still appears to run higher than the average static
with the objective to support the claim that personalized marketing campaigns outpaces
the competition (static communication).
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DMADMA
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topMarketing
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(Direct Marketing Association) report, the PODi report and emphasized
CMO (Chief
Forcross-media
the next three
results, please review the tables on the following page
Officer) Council report. But the main part is the result of 670
campaigns
from 2009 and onwards that MindFireInc has randomly selected from their database.
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Table 2. Top Five Industries by Visit Rate
(ten or more campaigns completed)
Industry

Campaigns

Visit Rate %

13

13.88%

Manufacturing

13

13.20%

Retail Trade

27

8.48%

Not for profit

28

7.69%

Other Trades and Services

98

7.18%

Insurance

Figure 3.9
The Figure shows the Top Five
industries by Visit Rate to PURL.

Grand Average 10.09%

Table 3. Top Five Industries by Response Rate
(ten or more campaigns completed)
Industry
Manufacturing

Campaigns Response
Rate %
13
11.85%

Insurance

13

Retail Trade

27

6.74%

Not for profit

28

4.52%

Other Trades and Services 98

4.18%

Figure 3.10
The Figure shows the Top Five
industries by Response Rate

10.70%

Grand Average 7.60%
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3.6.3. 2009 DMA - Response Rate Report
The Direct Marketing Assosiacion (DMA) has for three decades asked the question
“what’s the typical response rate for a direct marketing campaign in my industry, and
what media vehicle(s) will yield the best response?”. In order to get the most updated
answer to that question the DMA e-mailed a survey to their members in December 2008.
1175 responses where received.
Some highlights of the results show that nearly two-thirds of the respondents has order
generation as the main marketing goal while the others had lead generation. The vehicle
that generated the highest response rates for orders was telephone calls (4,41 % when
using a house list and 2,92 % using a prospect list) followed by catalogs (3,95 % house
list; 1,85 % prospect list) and direct mail (3,65 % house list; 1,65 % prospect list). In lead
generation the response rates were similar except for the vehicle “direct mail” where the
rate surpassed the rates for direct order.
They report that the response rates for 2009 is higher then previous years, both for
order and lead generation and they discuss the reasons to be caused by higher usage of
“personalization, variable data printing and better database management”.
It is important to note that the response rates from the DMA report are a mix of static
and personalized campaigns (MindFireInc, 2009, p. 2). Their rates are therefore to reflect
somewhere in between the performance of static and personalized campaigns (MindFireInc, 2009, p. 2).
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4. Result
In this chapter the result of the content analysis of the 140 PODi-cases will be shown
in diagrams and tables. The result will initially show the PODi-cases overall response
rate, visited PURL, conversion rate and ROI, not depending on any variables. After that
the results will be shown with the basis of our research questions: response rate, visited
PURL, conversion rate and ROI depending on type of industry, campaign objective and
media used. Lastely the results and a summary of the PODi-cases section "Reasons for
Success" will be presented.
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Frequency - Conversion Rate
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Number of Cases

After conducting the content analysis of the 140 cases the authors found that there were
35 cases that had reported responsePercent
rate. The average and median of those 35 cases are
shown in figure 4.1 below. The frequency distribution of the data for the overall response
rate is shown in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1

Frequency - Visited PURL
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Figure 4.2

Overall Visited PURL (%)

Frequency - Response Rate
Average

12

17,5

Number of Cases

10
Median

8

14,5

6
4

Overall Conversion Rate (%)

2
0
0-10

10-20

Average

Median

20-30
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40-50

50-60

Percent
47,1

60-70

70-80

80-90

90-100

54,1

Based on the data that was collected a confidence interval was calculated to be able to
predict the response rate in the other PODi cases that the authors chose not to include.
The 95 % confidence interval for the response rate is 16.37 (low), 30.03 (high) which
tells us that 95 % of the cases is expected to have a response rate between these numbers.
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Overall Response Rate (%)
Average

23,2

4.1.2 Visited PURL
There
were 40 cases that had reported the visited PURL rate and 16,6
the average and median
Median
of that data is shown in figure 4.3 below. The frequency distribution of the data for the
visited PURL is shown in figure 4.4.
Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.4
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Based on the data that was collected a confidence interval was calculated to be able to
predict the visited PURLFrequency
in the other PODi cases
that the authors chose
not to include.
- Response
Rate
The 95 % confidence interval for the visited PURL rate is 12,55 (low), 22,49 (high)
12
which tells us that 95 % of the other PODi cases is expected to have a visited PURL rate
between10these numbers.
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Overall Visited PURL (%)
Average

17,5

4.1.3 Conversion rate
ThMedian
ere were 36 cases that had reported conversion rate. The average
and median of that
14,5
data are shown in figure 4.5 below. The frequency distribution of the data for the conversion rate is shown in figure 4.6.
Figure 4.5

Overall Conversion Rate (%)
Average

54,1

Median

47,1

Figure 4.6
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4
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0

- Visited
PURLwas calculated to be able to
Based on theFrequency
data that was collected
a confidence interval
predict the conversion rate in the other PODi cases that the authors chose not to include.
The 95 % confidence interval for the conversion rate is 45,67 (low), 62,47 (high) which
tells us that 95 % of the other PODi cases is expected to have a conversion rate between
these numbers.
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4.1.4 ROI
There were 8 cases that had reported ROI. The average and median of that data is shown
in figure 4.7 below. The increased ROI (in percent) reported in these 8 cases were 141,
270, 375, 400, 502, 1800, 3400 and 8400.
Figure 4.7

Overall ROI (%)
Average

Median

1911

451

Due to the few cases that have reported ROI the authors have not calculated a confidence interval since the result would be inaccurate.
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4.2 Type of industry
4.2.1 The distribution of cases
The distribution of cases between the different types of industries is shown in the figure
below (figure 4.8). The largest group is "Other" with 38 cases. Of those 38 cases 4
proclaimed themselves as belonging to the vertical market "other". The remaining 34
cases is a result of the clustering and contains the industries: Publishing, Value-added
Distributor, Farming & Agriculture, Aircraft Brokerage, Retail, Travel & Entertainment,
Healthcare & Insurance, Software and Graphic Arts. The largest group within a single
type of industry is "Printing Services" with a total of 35 cases.

Figure 4.8
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4.2.2 Response rate
The average and median of the response rate by type of industry is shown in figure 4.9.
The numbers of how many cases that reported their response rate is shown in table 4.1.
Figure 4.9

Type
e of Ind
dustry
y - Ressponse
e Rate
e (%)
Ave
erage

Printing
g Services

13,1

Educa
ation & Go
overnment

Me
edian
2
21,8

23,9

32,6
31

Manu
ufacturing
N
Non-profit

8
27,8

6,6
6,6
55,8
55,8

Businesss/Financia
al Services
13,9
11,4
4

Other

Table 4.1

Type of industry

Total Number
of Cases

Number of
Cases that
reported
Response Rate

Printing Services

35

16

Education & Government

22

4

Manufacturing

19

4

Non-profit

8

2

Business/Financial Services

18

2

Other

38

7
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4.2.3 Visited PURL:s
The average and median of visited PURL:s by type of industry is shown in figure 4.10
The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited PURL is shown in table 4.2.
Figure 4.10

Typ
pe of Indust
I
try - Viisited PURL (%)
(
Ave
erage

M
Median

Printing
g Services
Educa
ation & Go
overnment

28,9

22,8
7,,4

4,4

Manu
ufacturing

16,,2

7
13,3
12,5

N
Non-profit

17,6
6,5
16

Businesss/Financia
al Services
Other

6

11,2
2

Table 4.2
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Type of industry

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases
that reported
Visited PURL

Printing Services

35

12

Education & Government

22

5

Manufacturing

19

4

Non-profit

8

4

Business/Financial Services

18

5

Other

38
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4.2.4 Conversion rate
The average and median of the conversion rate by type of industry is shown in figure
4.11. The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited PURL is shown in table
4.3.
Figure 4.11

Type of Ind
dustry - Con
nversio
on Ratte (%)
Average

M
Median
4
49,7
46,6
6

Printing
g Services

48,8
46,4
4

Educa
ation & Go
overnment
Manu
ufacturing

57

N
Non-profit

44,4

61,5

55,5

64,6
67,7
7

Businesss/Financia
al Services
59,6
5

Other

72,3

Table 4.3

Type of industry

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases
that reported
Conversion Rate

Printing Services

35

10

Education & Government

22

4

Manufacturing

19

5

Non-profit

8

5

Business/Financial Services

18

3

Other

38

7
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4.2.5 ROI
The reported ROI based on type of industry is shown in the table 4.4. The number of
cases that reported their ROI is shown in table 4.5.
Table 4.4

Type of industry

Average
%

Median
%

Printing Services

1357

400

Education & Government

-

-

Manufacturing

-

-

Non Profit

502

502

Business/Financial Services

8400

8400

Other

772

375

Table 4.5
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Type of industry

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases
that reported
ROI

Printing Services

35

3

Education & Government

22

-

Manufacturing

19

-

Non-profit

8

1

Business/Financial Services

18

1

Other

38

3
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4.3 Type of campaign objective
4.3.1 The distribution of cases
The distribution of cases between the different types of campaign objectives is shown
in the figure below (figure 4.12). The largest group is "Lead Generation" with a total
of 71 cases stating that objective for their campaign. The 11 cases in the group "Other"
is a result of clustering and contains the following campaign objectives: Transactional
& Transpromo, Business Communication & Education, Transpromotional, Business
Communication, Publishing and Transactional.

Figure 4.12
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4.3.2 Response rate
The average and median of the response rate by type of campaign objective is shown in
figure 4.13. The numbers of how many cases that reported their response rate is shown
in table 4.6.

Figure 4.13

Table 4.6

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases
that reported
Response Rate

Lead generation

71

24

Direct Order

18

5

Collateral Management
and Fullfillment

14

-

Loyalty

13

-

Traffic generation

13

6

Other

11

-

Campaign objective
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4.3.3 Visited PURL:s
The average and median of visited PURL:s by type of campaign objective is shown in
figure 4.14. The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited PURL is shown
in table 4.7.
Figure 4.14

Table 4.7

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases
that reported
Visited PURL:s

Lead generation

71

27

Direct Order

18

5

Collateral Management
and Fullfillment

14

-

Loyalty

13

7

Traffic generation

13

-

Other

11

1

Campaign objective
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4.3.4 Conversion rate
The average and median of the conversion rate by type of campaign objective is shown in
figure 4.15. The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited PURL is shown
in table 4.8.
Figure 4.15

Table 4.8

Total Number
of Cases

Number of cases that
reported Conversion
Rate

Lead generation

71

21

Direct Order

18

6

Collateral Management
and Fullfillment

14

-

Loyalty

13

4

Traffic generation

13

4

Other

11

-

Campaign objective
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4.3.5 ROI
The reported ROI based on campaign objective is shown in the table 4.9. The number of
cases that reported their ROI is shown in table 4.10.

Table 4.9

Campaign objective

Average
%

Median
%

1958

451

Direct Order

-

-

Collateral Management and
Fullfillment

-

-

Loyalty

-

-

1770

1771

-

-

Lead generation

Traffic generation
Other
Table 4.10

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases
that reported
ROI

Lead generation

71

6

Direct Order

18

-

Collateral Management and
Fullfillment

14

-

Loyalty

13

-

Traffic generation

13

2

Other

11

-

Campaign objective
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4.4 Type of media
Under this section the results based on what type of media the campaign has used will
be shown. It is divided in to three different parts based on different types of clustering,
first the results using various combinations of media, second the results using/not using
PURL (personalized URL) and third the results are based on how many types of media
had been used in the campaign (independent of what type of media that was used).
4.4.1 The distribution of cases - various combinations of media
Under this section the results will be shown based on which type of media that has been
used. The different media used in the cases was print, e-mail, PURL, telemarketing,
video, sms, social media, website, and radio. As shown in figure 4.16, after clustering and
focusing in print, e-mail and PURL, there are four main groups.

Figure 4.16

Type of Media Used
Print + Email + PURL,
46

Print, 26

Print + PURL, 42

Print + Email, 5

Cases using/not using PURL
Without PURL, 52

48

With Purl, 88
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4.4.2 Response rate - various combinations of media
The average and median of the response rate by type of media used is shown in figure
4.17. The numbers of how many cases that reported their response rate is shown in table
4.11.
Figure 4.17

Media Combinations - Response Rate (%)
Average

Median

Print

27,7

14,5

Print + PURL

20,6

12

Print + Email

22,7
22,75

Print + Email + PURL

Table 4.11

Media Combinations - Visited PURL (%)

Clustered by which
media used
Print

28,9

20

Print

0
0

Print + PURL
Print + PURL
Print + Email
Print + Email
Print + Email + PURL

0
0

Average
Median
Total Number
of
Number
of Cases that
Cases
reported Response Rate

26

6

42

15

5

3

46

11

17,9

12,79

Print + Email + PURL

16,5

17,9

Media Combinations - Conversion Rate (%)
Average

Median
72,5
72,5

Print

Print + PURL

46,8
41,3

49

Media Combinations - Response Rate (%)
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Median

Print

27,7

14,5

Print + PURL

20,6

12

28,9
Print + Email
4.4.3 Visited PURL:s - various combinations
of media
20
The average and median of visited PURL:s by type of media used is shown in figure 4.18.
The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited PURL
22,7 is shown in table 4.12.
Print + Email + PURL
22,75
Figure 4.18

Media Combinations - Visited PURL (%)
Average
Print

Median

0
0

Print + PURL
Print + Email

17,9

12,79
0
0

Print + Email + PURL

16,5

17,9

Media Combinations - Conversion Rate (%)
Table 4.12

Average

Clustered by which
media used
Print
Print

Print + PURL
Print + PURL
Print + Email
Print + Email + PURL
Print + Email

Print + Email + PURL

50

Median

Total Number of
Cases
26
42
46,8
41,3
5
46

55,5
51,2

Number of Cases that
reported Visited PURL

72,5
72,5

14
25100
100

Print + Email + PURL

22,75
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Median

0
0

Print + PURL

17,9

12,79

4.4.4 Conversion rate - various combinations of media
The averagePrint
and median
of the0conversion rate by type of media used is shown in figure
+ Email
0
4.19. The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited PURL is shown in table
4.13.
Print + Email + PURL

16,5

17,9

Figure 4.19

Media Combinations - Conversion Rate (%)
Average

Median
72,5
72,5

Print
46,8
41,3

Print + PURL

100
100

Print + Email
55,5
51,2

Print + Email + PURL

Table 4.13

Clustered by which
media used

Total Number of
Cases

Number of Cases that
reported Conversion
Rate

Print

26

1

Print + PURL

42

13

Print + Email

5

1

Print + Email + PURL

46

21

51
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4.4.5 ROI - various combinations of media
The reported ROI based on media combination is shown in the table 4.14. The number
of cases that reported their ROI is shown in table 4.15.

Table 4.14

Clustered by which
media used

Average
ROI %

Median
ROI %

Print

4270

4271

Print + PURL

1392

400

Print + Email

-

-

857

502

Print + Email + PURL

Table 4.15

Clustered by which
media used

52

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases
that reported ROI

Print

26

2

Print + PURL

42

3

Print + Email

5

-

Print + Email + PURL

46

3

46
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Print + PURL, 42

Print + Email, 5

4.4.6 The distribution of cases - with/without PURL
Under this section the results will be shown based on whether PURL had been used in
each case or not. The figure 4.20 shows the distribution of the 140 cases.
Figure 4.20

Cases using/not using PURL
Without PURL, 52

With Purl, 88
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4.4.7 Response rate - with/without PURL
The average and median of the response rate by using/not using PURL is shown in figure
4.21. The numbers of how many cases that reported their response rate is shown in table
4.16.
Figure 4.21

With/Without PURL - Response Rate (%)
Average

Median

21,5

With Purl

16,25

28,1

Without PURL

16,16

With/Without PURL - Visited PURL (%)
Average

Table 4.16

Clustered by with/
without
WithPURL
Purl
With Purl
Without PURL
Without PURL

0

Median

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases that
reported Response Rate17,9

88

26

52

9

15,5

0

With/Without PURL - Conversion Rate (%)
Average

With Purl

Without PURL

54

Median

52,2
47

85,3
86,25
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With/Without PURL - Response Rate (%)
Average

Median

21,5

With Purl

16,25

4.4.8 Visited PURL:s - with/without PURL
The average and median of visited PURL:s by using/not using PURL is shown in figure
28,1
4.22.
The numbers
Without
PURL of how many cases that reported their visited PURL is shown in table
4.17.
16,16
Figure 4.22

With/Without PURL - Visited PURL (%)
Average

Median

17,9

With Purl

Without PURL

15,5

0
0

With/Without PURL - Conversion Rate (%)
Table 4.17

Clustered by with/
without PURL
With Purl

Average

Total Number
of Cases

With Purl

88

Without PURL

52

Without PURL

Median

Number of Cases that
reported
Visited PURL
52,2
47

39
85,3
86,25
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Without PURL

16,16
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With/Without PURL - Visited PURL (%)
Average

Median

17,9
4.4.9 Conversion
rate - with/without PURL
With Purl
The average and median of the conversion rate by using/not using 15,5
PURL is shown in
figure 4.23. The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited PURL is shown
in table 4.18.
Without PURL

0
0

Figure 4.23

With/Without PURL - Conversion Rate (%)
Average

Median

52,2

With Purl

47

85,3

Without PURL

86,25

Table 4.18

Total Number of Cases
using that Media

Number of Cases
that reported
Conversion Rate

With Purl

88

34

Without PURL

52

2

Clustered by with/
without PURL
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4.4.10 ROI - with/without PURL
The reported ROI based on using/not using PURL is shown in table 4.19. The number
of cases that reported their ROI is shown in table 4.20.
Table 4.19

Clustered by with/
without PURL

Average
ROI %

Median
ROI %

With Purl

1125

451

Without PURL

4271

4270

Table 4.20

Clustered by with/
without PURL

Total Number
of Cases

Number of Cases
that reported ROI

With Purl

88

6

Without PURL

52

2
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4.4.11 The distribution of cases - how many types of media used
Under this section the results will be shown based on how many types (independent of
what type) of media that was used in the campaign. The figure 4.24 shows the distribution.
Figure 4.24

How many type of medias used
in the campaigns
Using four or more
types of media, 18

Using one type of
media, 22

Using three types of
media, 39
Using two types of
media, 40
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4.4.12 Response rate - how many types of media used
The average and median of the response rate by how many types of media that was used
is shown in figure 4.25. The numbers of how many cases that reported their response rate
is shown in table 4.21.
Figure 4.25

Number of Media Used - Response Rate (%)
Average

Median
32

Using one type of media

15
19,4

Using two types of media

11,7
19,6

Using three types of media

20
42

Using four or more types of media

Table 4.21

38,25

Number of Media Used - Visited PURL (%)
Average

Median

Clustered by number
Total Number of
of media used in the
Cases using that
0
campaign Using one type of mediaMedia
0

Using one type of media

Using two types of media

Using two types of
media

Number of Cases that
reported Response
Rate

22

5
12,79

40

16

Using three types of media

Using three types of
39
media
Using four or more types of media
Using four or more
types of media

18

17,6

16,6

21,4

11

7,55

12,3

3
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Median

32

Using one type of media

15
19,4

Using two types of media

11,7
19,6

Using
three types
of media
4.4.13
Visited
PURL:s
- how many types of media
used
20
The average and median of visited PURL:s by how many types of media that was used is
shown in figure 4.26. The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited PURL 42
Using
four or
types of media
is shown
in more
table 4.22.
38,25

Figure 4.26

Number of Media Used - Visited PURL (%)
Average

Using one type of media

Median

0
0

Using two types of media

12,79

Using three types of media

17,6

21,4

16,6

Using four or more types of media

7,55

12,3

Table 4.22
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Clustered by number
of media used in the
campaign

Total Number of
Cases using that
Media

Number of Cases
that reported Visited
PURL

Using one type of media

22

-

Using two types of media

40

12

Using three types of
media

39

17

Using four or more types
of media

18

10
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4.4.14 Conversion rate - how many types of media used
The average and median of the conversion rate by how many types of media that was
used is shown in figure 4.27. The numbers of how many cases that reported their visited
PURL is shown in table 4.23.
Figure 4.27

Number of Media Used - Conversion Rate (%)
Average

Median
72,5

Using one type of media

72,5
46,8

Using two types of media

38,9
66,8

Using three types of media

68,85
46,5

Using four or more types of media

46,6

Table 4.23

Clustered by number
of media used in the
campaign

Total Number of Cases
using that Media

Number of Cases that
reported Conversion
Rate

Using one type of media

22

1

Using two types of
media

40

12

Using three types of
media

39

12

Using four or more
types of media

18

11
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4.4.15 ROI - how many types of media used
The reported ROI based on how many types of media that was used is shown in the table
4.24. The number of cases that reported their ROI is shown in table 4.25.

Table 4.24

Clustered by number of media
used in the campaign

Average
ROI %

Median
ROI %

Using one type of media

4270

4270

Using two types of media

1392

400

Using three types of media

857

502

-

-

Using four or more types of media

Table 4.25

Total Number of
Cases using that
Media

Number of Cases
that reported ROI

Using one type of media

22

2

Using two types of media

40

3

Using three types of media

39

3

Using four or more types of media

18

-

Clustered by number of media
used in the campaign
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4.5 Reasons for success
4.5.1 The result
The cases from year 2008 did not contain the section "Reasons for success" and therefore
the final samplesize for this section were 89 cases. There were a total of 202 mentions of
27 different categories. The distribution of cases between the different categories is shown
below in figure 4.28.

Figure 4.28
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5. Analysis
In the study that has been carried out we found that the results were widely spread but
that the averages of response, visited PURL and conversion rates were consistently very
high. In the introduction section of the report, under “Limitations”, the issue of the
PODi cases being examples of best-practises is addressed by saying that it is not seen as
a disadvantage to this report, rather the contrary. After the study is done the authors can
conclude that the PODi cases proves and shows the most exciting part about personalization; the response rates in a well executed personalized campaign can hit the roof.

5.1 Response rate

As shown in chapter 4.2 in the result, the expected response rate in 95 % of the
cases was to be between 16.37 % and 30.03 %. Compared to earlier studies that is
extremely high, the Caslon response report calculated a typical response rate for a
personalized campaign to be between 3 % and 7 %. The Mindfire report calculated
a confidence interval of the response rate to be between 2,7 % and 3.9 %. But as
MindFire Inc also struggled with a wide range they excluded some data of response
rates (bottom and top 2,5 % ). We feel that this is a way of getting the number to
seem more “fair” but at the same time it is taking the edge away of showing what
a powerful tool personalized communication is. As proven by this study, the PODi
cases are great examples of how to construct a campaign and use the power of
personalization properly.

5.2 Use of PURL:s

The study shows that PURLs are used in the majority of the cases and a reason for that
might be that it is a relatively easy way of getting more information about customers
and extending the database with information. Another reason for its popularity might
be that PURL:s are a great way of getting fast feedback on how your campaign is
doing. Measurable ways of feedback is a vital tool to be able to evaluate the effects of
the marketing program.

5.3 Reports of ROI

Return on Investment (ROI) has very few reports, only eight out of the 140 cases
reported their ROI. It is difficult to speculate why, maybe the companies do not
want to reveal the result of the ROI because it is sensitive information and kept a
secret because of the competition. Another reason might be that the campaign is still
running and therefore it is hard to give a correct number at that time. No matter what
the reasons might be, the eight numbers that we did collect were indeed high, ranging
from 141 % to 8400 %.

5.4 Reasons for success

The top five reasons for success that were mentioned in the PODi cases are analyzed
and discussed further below:
1. The use of creative personalization
The customers are clearly asking for something more then a “Hello James” for personalization to work. There is definitely need for collecting more data to get deeper information about the customer. There is also a need for more creative use of the data to be able
to truly personalize a marketing message. Better data analysis and data mining are also
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areas that would benefit from more effective methods. Personalization in its most sophisticated form should be able to predict a customers wants and need, maybe even before
the customer knows it.
2. Gaining attention with Cross Media
Cross Media has the ability to provide multiple touchpoints and the opportunity to
communicate with a prospective customer in varying ways. It is here shown to be a clear
reason for success by being number two on the list. The data we collected also supports
that, the use of four or more types of media reached an average response rate of 42 %
while the use of one media yielded an average response rate of 32 %.
3. The use of PURL:s
The use of PURL:s as a reason for success when yielding higher response rate is not entirely supported by the data. In the overall response rate the cases without using a PURL
received an average response rate of 28,1 % while the cases that used a PURL reached an
average response rate of 21,5 %. What makes the use of PURL really a reason for success
is it’s ability to get trackable information reported back from the recipient.
4. Having a relevant and attractive offer
This reason for success is the foundation for all marketing campaigns, personalized or
not. The difference is that with the help of data a personalized campaign can be more
accurate in hitting the mark.
5. Making it easy for the customer
This reason can be seen to be affiliated with the large usage of PURL:s. A customer does
not want o have to cut out a postcard, write their name and information down, put on
a stamp and post their feedback or information to the company. They want it as easy as
possible or they will simply not go through the trouble to do it.

5.5 Method reflection

We feel satisfied with the methods that were used although they did not lead to a clear
result. The literature study gave an opportunity to learn more about the subject and
read about the latest findings in the subject. The content analysis gave us an effective
way to analyze the PODi cases and gave us much information to work with when
proceeding to the clustering and merging.
A lot of effort was also put into clustering and merging the collected data but
the authors were still unable to find any connections and principles. As addressed in
chapter 2.2.3 Interrater Reliability, some cases were discarded due to vague reports of
the rates. This is something that the authors felt were necessary to be able to collect
reliable data but it created a loss of data that contributed to the widely spread range.
We expected 140 cases would provide sufficient data but after the content analysis was
carried out we feel a bigger sample size would have given better and clearer results.
The reasons for the lack of reports of exact numbers in the PODi cases might be due
to the campaigns running over a long period of time so the numbers are not summarized.
Or it might be that even though they have been innovative in creating a personalized
campaign, they might have had inadequate ways of measuring the success and are therefore not able to state accurate rates.
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6. Conclusions
Let us start this chapter by returning to the research questions that we put up in the
beginning of this report. The questions we asked were:
• What is the average response rate, conversion rate, visited PURL and ROI of the
PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?
• Is there a relationship between type of industry and the response rate, conversion
rate, visited PURL:s and ROI of the PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?
• Is there a relationship between the type of campaign objective and the response rate,
conversion rate, visited PURL:s and ROI of the PODi cases from the year 20082010?
• Is there a relationship between type of media used and the response rate, conversion
rate, visited PURL:s and ROI of the PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?
• What are the reasons for success with their personalized marketing campaign of the
PODi cases from the year 2008-2010?
The conclusions we can draw from the study, based on the first research question, is that
the marketing campaigns in the PODi cases from 2008-2010 received very high response
rates compared to direct marketing campaigns as well as previous studies in the subject.
Also the Visited PURL and conversions rates were very high.
Regarding the research questions formed about relationships between type of industry,
campaign objective and media vehicle and rates the authors refrain from drawing any
conclusions because of the large spreading of the result. To draw conclusions on that,
further studies must be made using a larger sample size. If the intention from the beginning is to gather data on the success using personalized communications, a standard
report system can be constructed in order to collect data of response rates and that would
probably create a very good foundation for an analysis.
The result of the reasons for success shows that the creation of a personalized campaign
is complex and depending on a lot of different variables. It is of great importance to have
a well thought-out plan with the campaign, good data and insights about the customer
in order to perform creative personalization. It is also of importance to make it easy for
the recipient to reply, to use several media vehicles for multiple touchpoints and to have
an attractive and clever design.
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7. Closing words
Although the authors were not able to come to any conclusions based on the results,
the study is still a valuable contribution to the knowledge base of personalization. The
companies in the PODi cases have marched in the front edge and shown how it is done.
Those a bit behind now have the advantage of learning from the early adopters in order
to create their own personalized communication.
The authors are convinced that the future lies in personalizing your marketing message
and that personalized print as a media vehicle will continue to grow. The way we as
consumers get our information and take in marketing messages is changing and the
media world has to change with it. For the ones in the printing industry that is holding
back on this business opportunity, consider what General Eric Shinseki, Chief of Staff,
U.S. Army once said: "If you don't like change, you're going to like irrelevance even less".
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Appendix
A. Lists of codes
B. PODi Case "Kodak Graphics"
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Appendix A - List of codes
Type of Industry

Type of Campaign objective

1. Manufacturing
2. Non-profit
3. Financial Services
4. Education & Government
5. Retail
6. Printing Services
7. Business Services
8. Healthcare & Insurance
9. Aircraft Brokerage
10. Travel & Entertainment
11. Farming & Agriculture
12. Value-added Distributor
13. Publishing
14. Software
15. Graphic Arts
16. Other

1. Direct Marketing
2. Traffic Generation
3. Direct Order
4. Lead Generation
5. Business Communication
6. Collateral Management & Fulfillment
7. Personalized Collateral
8. Loyalty
9. Transactional
10. Advertising
11. Personalized kits
12. Publishing
13. Stock Collateral
14. Education
15. Event Marketing
16. Transpromotional

Type of Media
1. Print
Type
of Media
2.
E-mail
3. Website
1. PURL
Print
4.
2. Social
E-mail
5.
Media
3.Web
Website
6.
2 Print
4. SMS
PURL
7.
5.Video
Social Media
8.
6. Radio
Web 2 Print
9.
7. SMS
10.
TV
8. Video
11.
Telemarketing

9. Radio
10. TV
11. Telemarketing

(1)
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Appendix B - PODi Case
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(2)
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